Improving performance,
reducing risk

Types of In-Company training

All of LRQA’s courses can be delivered as In-Company training. Or it maybe that
you mix and match courses, or require a more facilitated bespoke approach to
optimise business performance through your management systems. Whatever
your training need is LRQA can support you in bridging that gap.

Mix and match for
personalised training
Perhaps your assessor or audit team have
pinpointed speciﬁc weaknesses in your
management system. In which case, you
may need to pick elements from different
courses to bridge these particular skill
gaps or help you to overcome challenges
that you’re facing now and smooth your
way to your ﬁrst certiﬁcation or renewal.
Tutored Audits
This is live audit practice using your own
processes and paperwork to practice what
you’ve learnt and cement it in your mind.
Your team plan and conduct their own
live audit under the guidance of one of
our expert trainers who will be with you,
giving you support and feedback at
every stage, helping to make your audit
more effective.
New Auditors learn how to conﬁdently
apply new skills in their own working
environment. It’s the perfect follow-on
course after ﬁnishing auditor training to
translate theory seamlessly into practice.
Seasoned Auditors refresh their skills and
get a new perspective, moving audits
on from simple compliance to tools that
underpin business performance. Banish
bad habits as you make your auditing
more focused and efﬁcient!
Beneﬁts of a Tutored Audit
– Train by completing a scheduled audit learning and keeping your audit plans
on track.
– Practical training using the actual
systems you use and the challenges you
face each day.
– Expert guidance from trainers –
who are experienced auditors and
practicing assessors for LRQA.
– There’s no need to take time offsite
helping to keep your audit programme
on schedule, saving time and money.
– Use tutored audits to identify
opportunities to improve business
effectiveness.

Specialist In-Company
Training Courses
To give you a ﬂavour of In-Company
training, this is a list of courses
that have proved useful to LRQA
clients. These are only available as
In-Company Training and are not
included in our timetable of
scheduled courses.
Remember you can mix and match
from LRQA’s wide selection of
courses to ensure you get the right
course for your needs, or you can
create your own brief from scratch
with the assistance of one of our
knowledgeable Trainers.
– Internal QMS Auditing – the
fundamentals
– Auditor Training
– Tutored Audit – learn as you audit,
audit as you learn
– EMS Management Brieﬁng

Tailor-made training
You can also set your own learning
agenda. We are not a consultancy, so we
won’t tell you how to do things. Instead,
based on our knowledge of your industry
sector, we’ll work with you, asking
questions, helping you to consider
alternatives and make you think carefully
about your approach.
We will challenge your management
system and review how well it is
meeting the needs and expectations
of stakeholders now and in the future.
Action planning is built into the process,
so you know the outcome of the training
will be practical and relevant, ready for
you to implement directly and smoothly
into your organisation.

– OH&S Management Systems
Management Brieﬁng
– Failure Mode Effects and Analysis
Workshop
– ISO 20000 Internal Auditor IT
Service Management Systems
– ISO 22301 Business Continuity
Management Brieﬁng
– BS 10500 Anti-Bribery Management
Brieﬁng
– BS 11000 – 1 Collaborative Business
Relationships Appreciation &
Interpretation
– Driving Cultural Change
– Business Risk Management
– ISO PAS 28007 Appreciation and
Interpretation
– ISO PAS 28007 Internal Auditor
– ISO 14971 Medical Devices Risk
Management
– ISO 28000 Internal Auditor Security
Management Systems for the
Supply Chain

Our Training Team
LRQA’s unique ‘Business Assurance’
approach enables our clients to maintain
and improve their management system
and business performance both now and
in the future.
They will go out of their way to make
your training interesting, relevant and
practical. Between them our trainers
boast over 100 years experience of
working with management systems,
giving them a solid appreciation of
the challenges you and your
organisation face.
If your organisation is planning training
for three or more individuals, then
please talk to us about In-Company
Training. This option would be the more
cost and time effective option.
Call us today on :

0800 328 6543
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To ﬁnd out more about how LRQA can help you with your requirements,
please call us on 0800 328 6543 or contact us at lrqatraining@lrqa.com
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